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23rdst February  2022 

Dr Su-min Khoo. 

 

 

From  

Graham Healy  

 

Dear Dr Khoo, 

 

I just want to write to you regarding the current medical no-science of the Governments 

interruption and intervention into the Doctor patient relationship over a so called covid crisis 

that never really existed in Australia beyond a normal influenza season .(in numbers and 

mortality rates) 

And while we have had a very good relationship over the last 20 years or so I find that I can’t 

comfortably come to see you without these ridiculous  covid disproportionate rules of nonsense  

and over reactions by the federal and state Governments bureaucracies and I fully understand 

you are caught up  “in the system”  that has already deregistered over 200 Doctors for ‘speaking 

up against this ‘tyranny’ and using AHPRA as a political arm to ‘threaten’ Doctors into 

compliance. 

What I am about to list here you already know (I assume) but every point I make I can back up 

100 % with scientific evidence and all these studies are listed on my advocacy web site 

www.riseupaustraliabrisbane.com  

As you know I have been studying med-science at University level for now 6 years and while I’m 

not an expert I’m smart enough to realize that something is terribly wrong here and a lot of 

innocent people are being hurt for nothing. 

I’m putting all this in bullet points and all are verifiable facts. 

I am running as a independent Senator in the may 2022 election but supporting Craig Kelly UAP 

as Prime minister in the forthcoming election.(so I am a member of the United Australia Party 

while running as an Independent in the Senate)  

We need a complete change of government at State and Federal levels and a royal commission 

into this madness to bring justice to the situation and the criminal bureaucrats accordingly . 

Below are the bullet points  

 

 The dangers of dying of covid are grossly exaggerated in fact there has been no change 

in mortality rates in Australia over the last 5 years basically the same as a normal  

influenza season those under 80 years of age have a 99.6297% of NOT DYING OF COVID. 

In 2017 influenza & pneumonia killed 4,269 people and nobody even noticed. 

2019 there were 49,035 deaths from cancer but that didn’t make the headlines? And 

cigarettes are still sold at the service stations? 

6,000 people a year die of alcohol related diseases but booze is still sold and advertised. 

At the “peak’ of the so called pandemic out of 114 deaths daily in Victoria for the last 10 

years 2.75 of those were covid in 2020 HARDLY AN EMERGENCY PROPORTIONATELY ? 

http://www.riseupaustraliabrisbane.com/
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 Children have almost zero risk of dying of covid  in fact 0 to 19 years a 99.9960% 

survival rate ! 

THIS IS MADNESS INJECTING THEM WITH AN EXPERIMENTAL mrna DRUG ! 

children are now dying from the injection, having heart attacks and getting myocarditis  

(permanent heart damage ) 

 The deaths post jab have shot through the roof in 2021 . 

733 deaths post jab and 100,000 adverse reactions 73 times more deaths then the 

reported with influenza vaccines. 

in fact over the last 50 years from1971 to 2021 there were only 60 deaths post jab of 

any vaccine now in Australia over one year only 2021 (733 deaths post jab and 100,000 

adverse reactions) and this under-reported by 95% minimum so you would be looking at 

1 million adverse advents (under-reporting adjusted)   

  The world’s top Doctors and vaccinologists  totally ignored and deplatformed off social 

media and ignored by our ‘so called’ ‘Expert’ medical  bureaucracy  and suddenly 

medial bureaucrats and politicians are overriding doctors in the patient Doctor 

confidential relationship . 

This is very concerning when the follow global experts are Ignored and note they are the 

REAL EXPERTS LIKE: 

 Professor Nikolai Petrovosky vaccinologist and highly qualified medical doctor who 

have developed over 50 vaccines  

 Professors Robert Clancy and Thomas Borody  who advocated the use of 

hydroxychoroquine   and Ivermectin  and have successfully used it in killing covid in 

India and other 3rd word countries. 

 Hydroxychoroquine banned in Australia with 6 months jail to any practitioner who 

prescribes this safe medication (based on no credible science quoted by TGA )  

 Dr Robert Malone inventor of the mrna technology and global vaccinologists for 40 

years has gone public and stated DO NOT TOUCH THE CHILDREN WITH THE 

EXPERIMENTAL Mrna technology ! 

 Ignored and Scott Morrison appears on TV telling Australians “its perfectly safe “ based 

on zero credible science. 

 The mrna experimental drug distributed by Pfizer has had 8 weeks of so called testing 

and then straight into humans as the largest global human experiment ever in history  

 Pfizer already has 71 criminal charges against it and much of the cases are for falsifying 

data and bribing Doctors to push their agenda 

 The Pfizer-moderna experimental mrna drugs don’t work they neither stop 

transmission or catching covid they are now talking about ‘boosters’ every 3 months ? 

 The alpha, delta and the omricon  variants  ? the original experimental mrna injections 

were geared for the alpha variant and have zero effect on delta and omricon  variants 

(even if the did work) which they didn’t in the first instance  
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 1% benefit 99% RISK on these experimental mrna injections the 95% Relative Risk 

Reduction is a play on words the Absolute Risk reduction is 0.84 %  they were lying all 

along about the benefit RISK equation.   

 Dr Kary Mullis PhD and inventor of the PCR test clearly states that the PCR test cannot 

be used for testing viruses . THE PCR GIVING 84% FALSE +ves ?  

 Dr Vladimir Zelenko frontline doctor in New York treated more covid cases than any 

other IGNORED ! by the USA establishment .(but he continues underground and on 

alternate media ) 

 Dr Peter McCullough Dallas Texas esteemed cardiologist and expert on covid 

treatments DE-PLATFORMED but he has become a hero in treating people irrespective  

 

The List goes on and on None of this is based on real medical science and now the ABS 

figures are out only 83 people Died of Covid without (Comorbities) ! 

 83 in 2 years 41.5 a year !!! 

In Queensland the total in 2 years was 69 deaths minus 91.4% (with comorbities) 

 = 5.93 deaths!  

or 3 per year 2022-2021 actually die of corona virus and not co-morbities. 

 https://www.abs.gov.au/articles/covid-19-mortality-australia  

   

 Also the fact that there is NO SUCH THING as asymptomatic transmission of covid this 

was a lie debunked early in the piece (but of course Australia continued the lie) . 

 

What I object to (and I know you are caught up in a corrupt system being manipulated 

by government bureaucrats , Dr Khoo)  . 

 

Is that I am not sick, I have NO SYMPTOMS and yet I am told to isolate in my car before I 

come to see you ?  this is insane !  

 

Meanwhile , those who have been injected with a replicating spike protein mrna drug 

that has never been tested on humans before AND WRITTEN ON THE TGA WEB SITE IS 

THAT IT DOESNT STOP TRANSMISSION OR CATCHING COVID all these people are sitting 

in the waiting room transmitting and or catching covid .(there is no proven data that 

these Experiments actually work in fact the exact opposite is true) 

It is now proven the the Experiment DID NOT WORK especially the data from the UK. 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ne7NhEaHudVx/ 

  

The TGA has not reported the correct safety data and is at complete odds with the 

global vaccinologists who actually know what they are talking about. 

While the healthy people like myself are treated like lepers ?  

This is completely UPSIDE-DOWN MEDICINE   

 

As The lunatics in charge of the federal and state governments gradually wind down the 

https://www.abs.gov.au/articles/covid-19-mortality-australia
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ne7NhEaHudVx/
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fearmongering  and idiotic wearing of cloth face masks etc some sanity may come back. 

 

As I say Dr Khoo I’m running for an independent for the senate in the may Federal 

Election and I believe a large proportion of Independents will get into government and 

its time to end these mandates and tyrannical government disproportional overreach.  

 

Also a ROYAL COMMISSION is coming to deal with what  actually is blackmail rather than 

informed consent on these experimental mrna injections and the criminal banning of 

ivermectin and hydroxycloroquine that could have stopped 64% of hospitalizations 

especially of the elderly since most of the corona deaths (like influenza)  occurred in 

those over 80-89 years old . 

 

The Interference by the government and its instruments AHPRA,TGA etc in the Doctor 

patient relationship and privacy is also a criminal act according to the Australian 

constitution, Informed consent was not given but blackmail (no jab no job) ensued . 

 

All these matters are criminal and lawless by nature and will be dealt with in the Royal 

Commission to come which I hope to be a part of after the may 2022 election.   

 

anyway , 

 

I will give you a ring for a catch up after the election (may 2022) and there needs to be 

some serious adjustments to the constitutional laws in Australia and we need a serious 

change in governments both federal and state to implement the changes required . 

 

and there must be laws put in place that never again can the government interrupt the 

patient Doctor relationship or privacy and the ethics of all Health practitioners in “DO 

NO HARM”  has been thrown out the door to push a experimental mrna drug onto 

innocent people for a virus that has a 99.7% survival rate and with children a 99.996% 

survival rate this is simply a biased (criminal push) by big pharma (through contractual 

engagements with the federal Government ) remember Pfizer has 71 criminal charges 

again them (how can anybody with a conscience trust this drug cartel ?) is beyond me. 

 

I realize Dr Khoo you are ‘caught up in the system’ so I thought to write you a letter to 

give you a full explaination of where im coming from regarding all these issues . 

 

Kind Regards , 

 

 

 

Graham Healy  

Mob 0411393503 



 

 

    

 

www.riseupaustraliabrisbane.com 
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